Classical Guitar, Brian Cohen 2014: Model ‘S’
This guitar is available now, and was made for my own shop stock, to be used as a ‘demo ‘
guitar’.

Details:
65 cms, Hauser 1 shape, ie my standard model. Based on the 1940 Hauser 1 of Julian
Bream ( Ex –Augustine, on which I have worked many times over the period of a decade.)
The soundboard is fine grained spruce, aged, split from the log, felled during the correct
season, and matured in my shop for many years. The back and sides are from Indian
rosewood, while the neck is from Spanish cedar, the head joined by traditional scarf join,
Tuners are by Rodgers, with blackwood buttons. The finish is French polish, applied
entirely by hand, not the mirror finish you see on factory guitars, but bearing the hallmarks
of a quality hand applied polish of a ‘real’ guitar, which will mature well over the next few
years. The rosette is unique, made for this guitar, using my normal ‘long grain showing’
technique, in the Torres style.
The bindings are simple, satinwood, with no purfling inlaid, apart from the table, single
purfled.
The guitar comes with a Hiscox Artiste case, the top model, contains no CITES specified
materials, and is sold with the normal lifetime warrantee I offer on all my instruments.
The tone of this guitar is sweet, loud, even across the entire range, which will only develop
as it becomes played in. Good note separation, but not ‘brittle.’
Price: Please enquire. I can offer this one immediately, as I have another guitar now
made, and one of these will remain as my ‘demo’ model until a new one is made during
2015 .
NOTE: During the course of players trying this guitar, there are now 2 small blemishes in
the table- one is a tiny dent, diameter 2 mm, hardly visible, the other a small scratch, 8 mm
long, , again hardly visible, and while an attempt to minimize these has been made, they
are still visible under certain light conditions- These in no way affect the tone, look or
warrantee of this guitar, but need to be pointed out in advance. They will of course affect
the price, to the ultimate owners’ advantage.

